
The Aneurysm 

 

 

It began as a headache, a rather insignificant yet methodical tapping in the very center of 

your sinus cavity. A dull ache from exhaustion, or perhaps the beginnings of a cold in the 

hollow pit which emerges from the intricate layers of bone and pliable cartilage between 

your nose and eye sockets; what had once started as a slight, throbbing sensation cannot 

be remedied by the pillars of prescriptions stock-piled in your medicine cabinet. An 

aspirin won’t do the trick, nor will an Excedrin or a Valium. No, my friend, this pain has 

evolved to something much larger, something where you can no longer bear the warm 

glow beckoning from your bedside table lamp, or the very sensation of your flannel 

pajamas swaddling your skin sends bolts of electricity up your spine like the boy who 

died in the bath tub with a hair dryer or the drunken man stupid enough to touch the 

Metro’s third rail. No matter how much you rest, no matter how much you try to sleep 

away the pain, you cannot escape its choking grasp over your mind and spirit. This 

excruciating attack on your very being has you cornered, as though you are trapped like a 

little kitchen mouse just discovering a house cat peering down from the top of the fridge. 

You are ambushed by this piercing pain that hangs its head over you like a mummified 

Banshee, numbing your existence by the life force she sucks from your motionless body. 

You are too weak to scream, too weak to fight back, and all you can see is her cragged 

face with lines drawn like the wind whipping grains of sand through a barren desert. Her 

glassy eyes like two onyx marbles peering at your wasted face, her paleness blinds you 

and her ratted mane of mottled raven’s feathers brushes all the color from your cheeks as 

she presses her dry lips to yours. With each sip she takes, imagine yourself consumed by 

an all-encompassing darkness, thick like coagulated blood, like a pool of motor oil 

dripping from a rusted aluminum can as though it were a turned hourglass. Drip, drab, 

drip… In the very depths of your pupils ruptures a charcoal vein, slowly eating the light 

refracted from your irises and slithering into the whites of your eyes. Like a dank sludge, 

the ebony death dresses your thinning arms and gloves your skeletal hands, and a grey 

film hangs over your eyes, pin-holing the final image your mind will ever see. Like a 

devil woman, she consumes every bit of your helplessly ill being till there is nothing left.   
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